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Streszczenie. Przez wiele lat parkowanie było postrzegane jako relatywnie niezależne 
zjawisko, związane głównie z ruchem pojazdów i polityką transportową. Polityka parkingowa 
była rozwijana mając na względzie oczekiwań związanych z przyszłym rozwojem wykorzystania 
i posiadania samochodów. Ruch pojazdów (i parkowanie) chociaż nie powstały spontanicznie, ale 
są rezultatem popytu na przemieszczanie, który wynika z przestrzennego rozmieszczenia społeczno-
-gospodarczych funkcji zagospodarowania przestrzennego. To zapotrzebowanie na przemieszczanie 
pozostaje dalej pod wpływem rozwoju społeczeństwa. Parkowanie przyczynia się do transformacji od 
mobilności do aktywności, i na odwrót. Parkowanie jest w ten sposób związane zarówno z ruchem 
drogowym i sektorem transportu jak i zagospodarowaniem przestrzennym, społecznym i gospodar-
czym. Rozwój społeczeństwa ma bezpośredni wpływ na parkowanie, zapotrzebowanie na miejsca do 
parkowania i sposoby organizowania parkowania.

Oznacza to, że aby być przygotowanym do przyszłych wyzwań, polityka parkingowa będzie 
musiała przewidywać w odpowiednim czasie przyszłe trendy rozwoju społeczeństwa, które pośrednio 
i bezpośrednio będą miały w przyszłości wpływ na parkowanie. W artykule przeanalizowano kilka 
przykładów zmian w społeczeństwie takich jak: wycena parkowania, trendy demograficzne , urba-
nizacja, behawioralne aspekty mobilności, rozwój techniki itp. Chociaż wiele przykładów odnosi się 
do realiów zachodnioeuropejskich to zasadnicze trendy będą również występować w Polsce. Artykuł 
ten może stanowić przyczynek do dyskusji na temat wpływu zmian społeczeństwa w Polsce na 
przyszłą politykę parkingową. Podsumowując parkowanie stanowi łącznik pomiędzy aktywnością 
życiową miasta a jego dostępnością. 

Słowa kluczowe: polityka parkingowa, trendy społeczno-gospodarcze, demografia, zacho-
wania parkingowe, rozwój techniczny

1. Introduction

For a long time parking has been seen as a relatively independent subject, ma-
inly connected to traffic- and transport policies. Parking policy was developed aga-
inst the background of expectations regarding the future developments of car-use 
and car-ownership. Over the years the focus started shifting towards integrating 
parking in integral mobility-strategies, aiming at a more balanced modal split. 
Traffic (and parking) however do not originate spontaneously, but they result from 
the traffic-demand that generates from the spatial distribution of socio-economic 
land-use functions. This traffic-demand is thus influenced by developments in 
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society. More and more it is understood that parking plays an important role as 
the connecting link between traffic and accessibility on the one hand AND being 
at a location and using the functions there (including residential use). Parking 
constitutes the transformation from mobility to activities, and vice versa. Parking 
is thus as well related to the traffic- and transport sector as well as to spatial, social 
and economic domains. Developments in society therefore have direct effects on 
parking, on the necessary parking-capacity en the way parking can be organised.

Municipal parking policies usually are not aimed at longer-term goals. Usually 
parking policies try to solve the parking problems of today, such as optimising the 
use of existing parking capacity, creating new parking facilities or generate income 
from parking. As parking projects take time this means that when the project is 
finished only yesterday’s problems were solved. In the meantime many trends in 
society keep going on that –directly or indirectly- will have their effects on tomor-
rows parking. To be prepared for future challenges the parking world will have to 
anticipate in time on the possible effects of these trends.

2. The value of parking

Many discussions about parking are about costs for parking (paid parking, 
building costs, etc.), but very few of these discussions are based on research-evi-
dence. In itself that is not so strange, quantitative research on this subject is scarce. 
Nevertheless insight in the value of parking is important because then an evidence 
based cost-benefit analysis can be used to come to a balanced decision for an ef-
fective and efficient parking policy. In recent years a couple of studies have been 
conducted on the value of parking for the Dutch situation.

The value of residential parking

From one of these studies it was found that –for residential areas in Amsterdam 
with a paid-parking regime- owning a private parking space at your house could 
be valued at approximately € 16.000. When there is a waiting list for residential 
parking permits in the area the value of a private parking space rises to nearly 
€ 40.000,- (included in the mortgage). These residents thus pay around € 8,- per 
day to avoid the waiting list, much more than the price for a residential permit 
(these cost up to € 365/annum, i.e. € 1/day) [8].

Parking at the workplace

The annual costs for providing parking capacity at office-building vary from 
€ 250 to more than € 2000, with an average of € 785,-. In the total annual hous-
ing costs of offices parking is responsible for 8,8% of the total sum; costs that are 
not, or only very partially, paid by the actual users (the employees). Van Ommeren 
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estimates that, when the parking costs were to be paid by the employees a de-
crease of parking demand of approximately 30% would occur. [7] His conclusion 
is that offering parking at the workplace for free or under cost-price leads to an 
increase of parking demand. To counter this pressure on parking (and mobility) 
Nottingham (UK) introduced a tax on parking at the work-place.

Price-elasticity of parking demand

In parking however the relation between price and parking-demand is indirect. 
In general it can be concluded that parking demand, compared to the total num-
ber of parking acts, is inelastic compared to parking fees (|elasticity| < 1). Nearly 
all surveys on price-elasticity of parking demand lead to (empirical or calculated) 
values in the range of -0,1 till -0,6, with an rough estimated average value of -0,3. 
[3, 4, 5]. This can be explained by the fact that traffic (parking) can be seen as 
a derived demand (derived from the socio-economic structure of an area) [9]. The-
refore inelastic values are often found in other sectors of traffic too.

On the other hand one has to be prepared for derived effects when increasing 
parking fees. A relatively small increase may, dependant on external circumstan-
ces, lead to shifts in visiting patterns or modal choice, which will have a more 
drastic effect on parking demand (cross-elasticity).

The motive for travel determines the value of parking

Litman connects the elasticity for parking demand with the value that the car-
-driver puts on certain types of trips. Highly valued trips will be made, even when 
the price for the user is high (low elasticity). When the added value of a trip is lo-
wer the trip will sooner be abandoned when the costs are rising (higher elasticity). 
An indication of these values has been put in a graph by Litman (see figure 1) [6].

 

Figure 1. The value of trips (from Litman 2005)
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Here Litman hits the crucial aspect of the discussion on price-elasticity of par-
king fees. The value of a trip, and consequently the revealed rate of (in-) elasticity 
of parking, is not determined by the value the car-driver puts on parking itself, 
but by the value the car-driver puts on the activity for which the trip was made, 
the motive for traveling. Parking fees are far less influential in travel behaviour 
then often is assumed. The parker does not go anywhere just for parking. He/ she 
considers it an inconvenience (both the act of parking as well as paying for it) that 
is necessary to reach a desired activity. Parking in itself has no added value for the 
traveller. The discussion on parking fees is in fact not about the price of parking, 
but about the fact that you have to pay for something that in itself has no added 
value for the visitor. For the parker parking has a price, but no (added) value. [10]

3. Some trends in society, and their effects on parking

Demography

In the 20th century the population in the Netherlands increased enormously. 
Around 1900 the Netherlands counted 5 million inhabitants, in 2000 there were 
nearly 16 million. It is expected that in the coming decades the growing rate will 
come to a halt; from about 2035 the Dutch population will probably stabilise or 
even decrease. In some parts of the Netherlands (south-east, north-east) the decli-
ne of population already started, or will start soon. Until 2035/2040 population-
-numbers will still increase, but not in the same tempo as in the 20th century. Also 
the distribution of the population will change, with (generally) a still increasing 
population in the west, and e declining population in the east. The expected dec-
line of population is not unique for the Netherlands though, but is universal. In 
Eastern-Europe we see a declining population since the end of the last century, and 
from 2075 population numbers may decline worldwide.

An additional aspect is that the spatial structures of cities are changing. Urba-
nisation is nowadays not any more an expansion of mono-centric cities, but is be-
coming a more complex sprawl of urban functions, old nodes and new nodes over 
a multi-central conurbation (network-cities).

Up-scaling is closely connected with this: many socio-economic developments 
lead to upgrading of the scale where these activities can be found. Living, working, 
shopping and other activities happen more and more on different locations, also 
caused by concentration developments. Up-scaled functions often prefer car-ac-
cessible locations (enlarged shops and hospitals, large sport-facilities increasingly 
choose edge-of-town locations). Increasing car-ownership is both an effect as an 
stimulating factor in this process.

In parts of the country with a decreasing population this means that activi-
ties will concentrate in a few regional centres. There the parking pressure will 
increase. As a result of declining population, and a thinning work- and shopping 
structure, people will have to travel greater distances. Already now the average 
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commuter-trip in the north-east is 22,3 kilometers (compared to a national avera-
ge of 14 km., and in the region around The Hague 8 km).

In the smaller towns and villages central activities (shopping, work, theater) 
will disappear, and consequently parking pressure will become less.

In the west of the country, with a still increasing population the demographic 
effects on parking are less predictable. On the one hand there are behavioural 
components that would mitigate parking pressure (concentration of population 
and activities, availability of alternative modes of transport), on the other hand 
there are also adverse developments (chain-trips combining different activities, 
network-cities).

Social and cultural trends

Spatial, socio-economic and demographic trends are important determinants 
for the development of mobility and parking. Additionally social and cultural 
trends have also to be taken into account. These deal with (changing) preferences 
and needs in relation to family-life, education, professional perspectives, leisure 
activities, but also with appreciation and use of different modes of transport. 

Harms [2] identifies four social and cultural trends that can give an important 
additional explanation for growing mobility:

• Individualisation,
• intensifying of time-use (more activities in less time),
• increasing role of information in society,
• internationalising of life-patterns.
There are differences to be found between different population-groups. Harms 

mentions for instance: 
• People in their thirties are the most mobile part of the Dutch population.
• The bicycle is the most used mode of transport for children and teenagers; 

public transport is most used by people in their twenties and the car domi-
nates for people of 25 years and older.

• People past 65 years gradually realise less trips and less kilometers with the 
years.

• In the last decades elderly people have become more independent in their 
travelling, they use the car more often and till higher ages then before.

• Dutch with a foreign background travel less, use car and bicycle less often 
and use public transport more often.

• People in rural areas travel more often and over longer distances than pe-
ople in urban areas.

Car stays popular mode of transport

As a result of several of the before mentioned developments society becomes 
more dependent on the car. A study concluded that 40% of all present car-trips 
could not be made by alternative modes of transport., and that that percentage is 
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increasing [3]. Especially the intensified use of time plays an important role here. 
A discussion on the use of other, alternative forms of transport should take these 
spatial and social aspects into account.

Car-ownership

In January 2008 there were nearly 7,4 million private cars, some 25% more 
than 10 years before. Since 2004 the annual growth rate is slowing down, the 
number of cars is however still increasing. The total number of private cars in Ja-
nuary 2012 had grown to more than 7,85 million, an increase over the last ten 
years (since 2002) of 17% still.

Figure 2. Number of cars (excluding lorries) in Netherlands

Future characteristics of mobility

Present day characteristics of mobility of population groups cannot simply be 
extrapolated to future groups. For instance: The Global Economy-scenario (GE-
-scenario) of the Dutch government predicts a total increase of mobility of 21,3% 
in 2030. About half of that increase is connected to people over 65. This is not 
only because this group, the elderly, will form a greater percentage in the future 
population (that would account for about 4% increase of mobility). However: the 
future elderly also have other characteristics than the present-day group: more of 
them will still work, on average they will have a higher income, and car owner-
ship will be higher. These factors will account for 4,6% (nearly a quarter) of the 
future increase in mobility. Also their travel behaviour will differ; especially they 
will have more activities away from home. These will add another 2% mobility-
-growth.[4]
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On the other hand there are indications that younger generations are less car-
-orientated then these generations were in the past. This development has been 
found in several west-European countries. Research shows that young people, 
especially males (until 30 years) own less cars than previous generations, show 
a lower car-use and more often use a variety of transport modes (multimodality). 
As a result the difference in transport-behaviour between males and females has 
decreased.

Possible reasons for this development may be a structural change in the po-
pulation (higher educated, more concentrated in urban environments, starting 
families later) and behavioural changes (as a result of e.g. higher petrol-prices, 
parking- end traffic congestion, car-sharing, ICT1). [5]

It is too early yet to conclude that the attitude towards car-use has structurally 
changed. In the 1960’s many young people were critical about car-use, that ge-
neration is now around 65, the generations that will be responsible for half of the 
future increase in mobility. It will be interesting to follow how travel behaviour 
of the present young generation will develop when they start families; when they 
get children and move to suburban residential areas the advantages of car-use may 
get more important.

Urbanisation

An ever growing part of the population of the earth lives in urban areas. Rese-
archers of North Carolina State University and University of Georgia calculated 
that since May 23, 2007 worldwide most people live in urban areas. Their conc-
lusion:

Working with United Nations estimates that predict the world will be 51.3 
percent urban by 2010, the researchers projected the May 23, 2007, tran-
sition day based on the average daily rural and urban population increas-
es from 2005 to 2010. On that day, a predicted global urban population 
of 3,303,992,253 will exceed that of 3,303,866,404 rural people. 

  

Figure 3. Percentage of urbanized areas

1  ICT stands for Information- and Communication Technique.
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People in urban areas have more access to alternative modes of transport (bi-
cycle, public transport). But cities are also changing. More and more are cities 
becoming multi-nodal, with many concentration-points of activity. So although 
car-use per individual may be less in urban environments, car pressure on con-
centration-points of activity will attract large amounts of cars and high parking 
pressure.

Economy (retail)

Since 2000 the number of visitors in Dutch retail centres started declining. 
This trend thus cannot be caused (solely) by the economic recession (since 2008), 
on the contrary: in recent years the decline seems to be less than before (in 2007 
an average decline of 3%, in 2010 1,6%). Many inner-cities lost 10 to 20% of their 
visitors in a decade.

The decline of the number of visitors, en the unused shop-windows that causes, 
is attributed to changes in consumer-demand and shopping behaviour. These in 
their turn are caused by:

• An ageing population; research shows that elderly buy less than younger 
generations. It is expected that future older generations, that will be weal-
thier than previous generations, will do the same.

• The economy: the present economic climate makes consumers reluctant to 
spend

• The increase of other retail-channels, more in particular the internet: about 
4% of the total turn-over in Dutch retail is spent directly via the internet. 
The share of the internet in the orientation-phase (before the actual sale) is 
even a multiple of that percentage. Internet replaces thus ‘window-shop-
ping’, shopping-trips become more targeted, and will last shorter.

• Saturation: ‘everybody has already got everything’.
These developments are partly temporary (economy), but seem to be structural 

for a greater part (less visitors, other retail-channels, changed shopping behavio-
ur). This will have repercussions on the future structure of retail (possibly less 
shopping-centres), but also on parking. Fewer parking-operations, lower occu-
pancy-rates and declining income from parking are imaginable. A first quick-scan 
shows that several inner-city shopping areas experience lower parking pressure en 
less parking-income.

 
New working concepts

Changing patterns in society have their influence on parking-capacity, par-
king-organisation and parking–location. A clear example can be found in the new 
working concepts that are promoted in the Netherlands (‘smart working’).

Smart working has been made possible by the introduction of portable, which 
make it possible to get admission to work-files using internet. This makes working 
location- and time-independent. Smart working allows employees to take their own 
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responsibility for how they organise their work. It requires not only self-discipline 
of employees, but also another attitude in management (management on output). 

Roughly 50% of all employees have work that is highly dependent on time and 
place (for instance production, health-care, etc.). The other half have work that for 
a great part can be done ‘anywhere, anytime’. Introducing smart-working for these 
employees means that the office develops from a working place to a meeting-place 
where you have contacts with colleagues, hold brainstorm-sessions, have your me-
etings etc. Offices will change their internal organisation (employees will not have 
their ‘own’ desk), and often can be downsized. This will influence parking.

In general there are two extremes in smart working:
• ‘at the office, unless..’. In this case the organisation chooses for the con-

cept that people work at the office, but get freedom to choose the times 
they want to work. Even then offices can downsize some 15-20% of their 
m2 (due to part-time workers, people on leave, meetings elsewhere). The 
remaining office will be used more intensely, which might imply a higher 
parking ratio (parking demand per 100 m2),

• ‘anywhere, unless..’. Work can be done anywhere, anytime. The office will 
mainly be used for meetings, and by people who have reason to work at 
the office. The parking ratio depends on time-tables of the office. Parking 
demand can show high peaks when meetings coincide.

In general however experience shows that introducing smart working leads 
to lower parking demands. Often the introduction of smart working is combi-
ned with a traffic-management program, which promotes using alternative modes 
of travel. And because employees can plan their own working hours they have 
more opportunities to adapt their working-schedule to plan multi-modal trans-
port (car-share, public transport).

Technical developments

Technical developments will have their effects in parking in many ways. To 
name just a few:

- Information technology already has changed parking-enforcement a great 
deal: ticketless parking, numberplate recognition, cashless parking at par-
king meters, parking by mobile phone. This development will surely go on.

- Information technology also changed travel patterns: we already mentioned 
the effects of internet on shopping trips and office trips, internet-banking 
leads to less (and smaller) bank-offices, video-conferencing replaces travel-
ling to meetings and social media play a great role in communicating with 
friends.

These developments have different effects on mobility, and subsequently on 
parking:

- Substitution-effect: a locationbound activity is replaced by an ICT-based 
activity, which decreases mobility and parking demand (e.g. smart working 
at home in stead of working at the office).
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- Generating-effect: ICT-use leads to new locationbound activities, that wo-
uld not have taken place without ICT and thus generates mobility and 
parking demand (e.g. vouchers sent by e-mail that give reduction on sales 
in shops).

- Efficiency-effect: ICT-use connected to a locationbound activity of impro-
ving this activity; leads to increase of mobility (e.g. picking up goods at 
a distributionpoint/ shop that were bought on the internet).

- Modification - or adaptationeffect: ICT-use leads to changing mobility, but 
does not replace, stimulate or eliminate it (e.g.: adapting time of traveling, 
mode of transport and/or route as a result of travel-information).

- Neutrality-effect: ICT-use has no influence on other activities and connec-
ted mobility (e.g.: online-gaming, online sharing of music).

It is questionable if a further digitalisation of the society will lead to less mobi-
lity. On the one hand will physical trips/ activities be replaced by virtual activities, 
on the other hand will ICT generate new activities and mobility. Information will 
become available in in-car systems, making roadside parking- and traffic infor-
mation superfluous. Mobility will become more individual, which makes parking 
pressure less predictable.

4. Future parking policies

Many developments will influence future parking policies, some leading to an 
increase, others to a decrease of parking demand. Reduced car-use by the younger 
generation, decreasing numbers of visitors in inner-cities and a growing urbani-
sation may lead to a reduced parking demand, while a shrinking population, up-
-scaling of hospitals and shops and a changing urban structure will cause increased 
parking pressure in central areas. When developing a parking policy this requires 
for every location a thorough, location-specific analysis of the future developments 
of the different relevant factors.

The developments in society lead to more fluctuation in parking demand. 
Trends like smart working, more unpredictable shopping behaviour, etc. create 
the need for adding extra parking capacity during peak moments. Optimal use 
of space and flexibility are important elements for a parking policy that can deal 
with these developments. To optimise parking capacity and parking demand this 
asks for an areawide approach, in order to be able to exchange between areas with 
over- and under-demand. The usual approach, requiring every building to provide 
its own parking facilities leads to too many, underused, parking spaces. An area-
-wide approach asks for a flexible use of parking-requirements. Key-words are 
optimising usage and tailor-made parking solutions. This could well lead to other 
organisation-models for operating parking facilities.
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5. Finally

In this paper we sketched the interdependence between trends in society and 
parking. Most of the examples that were given are from Dutch experience, most 
of the trends we noticed are international though. They will influence parking in 
Poland too. We hope this paper will stimulate a discussion on how national and 
international trends in Polish society will influence future development of Polish 
parking policies. Parking after all is the connecting link between activities in vital 
cities and their accessibility.
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